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Banshee’s blessing makes anouks and other chosen 
allies resistant to harm and resilient in the face of 
extreme danger.

The power creates a dome of barely visible violet 
energy in a Large Burst Template centered on the 
shaman. All friendly characters within the template 
gain +2 Toughness, or +4 with a raise. Any anouk 
or Banshee Born characters also gain the Hardy 
monstrous ability (see Savage Worlds)!

Banshee’s blessing doesn’t stack with protection. Each 
has its own advantage depending on the tactical 
situation — protection allows more flexibility. 
Banshee’s blessing is stronger in certain situations but 
requires the group to bunch up, making them more 
vulnerable to area effect attacks.
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Power Points Range Duration
5 Self 5

This power focuses Banshee’s turbulent winds into 
a violent storm that disrupts the shaman’s foes. The 
anouks call such clouds the tornakijkdo.

With success, the caster places a Large Blast Template 
anywhere within Range. Anyone touched by the 
template is Distracted, and Vulnerable with a raise (the 
status is removed at the end of their turn after exiting 
the storm).

Once per turn, the shaman may move the storm up 
to 12” (24 yards) each round as a free action.

banshee’s howl
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Power Points Range Duration
5 Spirit×2 5

 �  TORNAKIJKDO (+3): The area of effect is 25” (50 yards) 
in diameter and 50” (100 yards) high. Flying vehicles 
caught in the storm must make a Piloting roll or crash 
into the ground for 4d6 damage.

Banshee’s rage grants the recipient one additional 
Action Card at the beginning of each round, or two 
with a raise. It stacks with all other abilities that grant 
additional cards.

Banshee’s rage
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 �  ADDITIONAL RECIPIENTS (+1): The power may affect 
more than one character for 1 additional Power Point 
each.

Power Points Range Duration
2 Spirit 5

A breaker’s ’bot swarm can sabotage all mechanical 
and electronic devices in a particular area with this 
power.

To do so, the breaker places a Medium Blast Template 
anywhere in Range. All Trait rolls made with a 
mechanical, electrical, or electronic item caught in 
any part of the area of effect are made at −2, or −4 with 
a raise.

Haywire has no effect on simple tools such as 
hammers, swords, or knives — only complex devices 
with moving or electric/electronic components.

As an action, and only once on his turn, the breaker 
may move the ’bot swarm (template) up to 12”.

Haywire
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 �  AREA OF EFFECT (+2): Haywire affects everything in 
a Large Blast Template.

Power Points Range Duration
2 Spirit 5

Every vehicle in Banshee has dormant nanobots 
inside, left behind from its creation, dropped from 
transmuted items brought on board, or even picked 
up in the dust of space, Banshee, or the Belt.

Breakers with this malicious power can wake the 
’bots and use them to create mischief in the target vessel, 
whether it’s a land vehicle, boat, or starship.

When cast successfully, a target vessel suffers an 
immediate Critical Hit, or two with a raise. A Chassis 
hit means its next Boating, Driving, or Piloting roll is 
made at –2 (–4 if rolled twice on a raise effect).

The breaker must either be in direct, physical 
contact with the target vehicle or transmit to it (with a 
transmission time of less than one second) via standard 
communications gear at a –2 penalty. This means the 
Range is either Touch (physical contact) or that of the 
communications equipment he has access to (up to 
186K miles in space given the speed of radio waves in 
a vacuum).

Ghost in the machine
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Power Points Range Duration
5 Special Instant

This dangerous and highly-specialized power allows 
a syker to send a powerful and dangerous surge along 
a supernatural link from a target to its source. If an ally 
is the subject of puppet, for example, a syker could use 
backwash to send a mental blast back along the psionic 
link and attack the puppeteer.

The syker chooses a character within Range who is 
currently affected by another character’s power, benign 
or otherwise and rolls Psionics. If she’s successful, a 
powerful blast of psychic energy travels from the target 
to the caster, causing 3d6 damage (4d6 with a raise, as 
usual). Only magical armor (such as the protection 
power) protects against this psychic surge.

backwash
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 �  AREA OF EFFECT (+2/+3): For +2 points the power 
affects everyone in a MBT. For +3 points the area of 
effect is increased to a LBT.

 � STRONG (+1): The Vigor roll to shake off the effect is 
made at −2.

Power Points Range Duration
2 Smarts×2 Instant

Telekinetic squeeze allows a syker to pull, twist, and 
tear at bones, internal organs, and other vitals, often 
leaving a victim nothing but a mangled pile of bloody 
flesh and broken bones. Among the more bloody-
minded, this power is sometimes called “bone ripper” 
or “Aztec surprise;” the last coming from the ability of 
a few to actually rip their victims’ still-beating hearts 
out of their chests!

Regardless of how it manifests, the attack is an 
opposed roll between the syker’s Psionics and the 
victim’s Vigor. Because the refinement necessary 
to execute an attack on unseen internal organs is so 
precise, the syker suffers a −2 penalty to her Psionics 
roll. Success inflicts 2d10 damage that ignores all but 
arcane armor. A raise adds a bonus die as usual.

Telekinetic squeeze doesn’t affect undead, constructs, 
or other creatures without biological systems.

telekinetic squeeze
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Power Points Range Duration
3 Smarts×2 Instant

 �  STRONG (+2): The caster can see or hear from the item’s 
creation forward.
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Object reading is the ability to see the past of an 
inanimate object, discovering who held it, where it’s 
been, and what it might have been used for. The object 
has no sentience of its own — the caster simply sees and 
hears visions of the past that took place in its presence. 
Success allows the character to see events that occurred 
within 10 yards up to about five years past. A raise 
increases this to 100 years and 20 yards. The caster 
can “fast forward” and “rewind” as desired, skimming 
about 10 years of history per minute of real time. When 
watching an actual event, it occurs in real time, just as 
if watching a digital video.

Power Points Range Duration
2 Touch Special

<Object Reading>



 �  ADDITIONAL RECIPIENTS (+1): The power may affect 
additional targets at a cost of 1 Power Point each.

 �MORE ARMOR (+1): Success grants 4 points of Armor 
(+6 with a raise).

 � TOUGHNESS (+1): Protection provides Toughness 
instead of Armor and is not affected by AP (magical 
or otherwise). This means it stacks with natural or 
worn armor.

Protection creates a field of energy or armor around 
a character, giving him 2 points of Armor, or +4 with 
a raise.

Whether the protection is visible or not depends on 
the Trapping — this is entirely up to the caster.

Protection stacks with all other armor, natural or 
worn, and is negated by AP as usual. (Toughness stacks 
as well but is not affected by AP.)
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Power Points Range Duration
1 Smarts 5

<Protection>
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 �  DAMAGE (+1): The barrier causes 2d4 damage to 
anyone who contacts it.

 � HARDENED (+1): The wall is Hardness 12 (or 14 with 
a raise).

 � SHAPED (+2): The barrier forms a circle, square or other 
basic shape.

 � SIZE (+1): The length and height of the barrier doubles.

Barrier creates a straight wall 5” (10 yards) long and 1” 
(two yards) tall, of immobile material that conforms to 
the surface it’s cast upon. Thickness varies depending 
on what the wall is made of, but is usually a few inches.

The wall has a Hardness of 10 (or 12 with a raise), and 
may be destroyed as any other object (see Breaking 
Things, in Savage Worlds core rules).

When the spell expires or the wall is broken it 
crumbles to dust or dissipates. Trappings are never left 
behind.

Power Points Range Duration
2 Smarts 5

barrier

 � Banshee’s Champion: Guardians are Driven (Major) 
to protect Banshee and its creatures.

 � Healing: A Guardian makes natural healing rolls 
every day instead of every five. 

 � Resiliency: Guardians gain +1 Toughness and +2 to 
Vigor rolls to resist Fatigue, poison, and disease.

 � Ghost Rock Intolerance: Guardians who come 
into contact with it are automatically Fatigued.

 � Leaving Home: A Guardian leaving the Faraway 
system for one Banshee year or more loses all Guardian 
powers and abilities.

 � Let the Devil Out: The Harrowed embraces the 
demon’s power. See Dominion.

 � Undead: +2 to Toughness and Spirit rolls to recover 
from Shaken, ignore additional damage from Called 
Shots except to the head, ignore 1 point of Wound 
penalties, doesn’t breathe, immune to disease and 
poison, don’t Bleed Out, and are only permanently 
slain by destroying the brain.

 � Affront to Banshee: No beneficial magic from 
anouk shamans or Guardians can affect the Harrowed.


